
ITB/FJI/JPN/006/19 Supply of Boat  

Questions and Answers 

# Question  Answer 

1 The RFT specifies 38 passengers and potentially 2 
crew. With the vessels Gross loaded capacity the 
power option of (1 x 300 / 2 x 150) will result in 
the vessel being significantly underpowered.  Will 
the authority allow up to 500Hp in the bid (2 x 
250hp). 

- Yes  

2 Is there any metrics for minimum speed or 
distance / endurance requirements? 
 

- No  

3 The Gross weight of the our product is 
5850Kg Can you confirm that this would be 
acceptable.  Note:  It is unlikely that a vessel 
under this approximate weight would be suitable 
for sustained rescue operations. 

- Confirmed, it is acceptable 

4 We would like to base our option on the our 
model platform.  The internal beam of this vessel 
is 2.9m (4.0m Inflated) would this be acceptable 
to the authority? 

- Yes  

5 Does the authority have a preference between 
fixed or suspension seating? 

- No, either one is acceptable  

6 In Section 5a the authority specifies under 
Transom – 2 aircraft: X and 1 aircraft: U.   Can the 
authority please explain this in a little more 
detail? 

- These are about engine shaft length so X is 
ultra long and is super ultra-long shaft 

7 Canopy, does the authority have a preference 
between rigid and fabric? 
 

- Fabric is preferred 

8 Under Section 5a – Engines the Authority notes 
F300 & F250.  Does the authority have a 
preference on Engine Manufacturers?  Mercury / 
Yamaha? 

- Yes, Yamaha 

9 Is there any product's photo for our reference？ 
 

- We do not have photo of preferred product. 
Bidders can suggest model that meet 
minimum specifications provided in the 
tender document. 

10 1 Canopy Super Large: W35 TO W 38 
→Does it mean “Applicable size range from W35 
to W 38”? 

- Yes 

11 1 Console Box Large 
→Does it mean “Applicable size range from W27 
to W33”? 

- Yes 

12 8 Dry Box-Back Rest: Dry box seat 
→Does it mean “8 people can sit on the seat”? 

- This is a type of seating. I Dry Box seats 2 
people. Since we recommend the bench 
type, this is not needed. 

13 Bench FCRT: Bench seat 
→What is the “FCRT”? 

- This is misspelled. It should be Bench PORT. 
So There's Bench Starboard and Bench Port. 
These are the recommended type of seating 



14 32 Tank back: Tank back 
→What is the “Tank back”? 

- This is also misspelled. It should be Tank 
Rack. This is for scuba tanks and is also not 
needed 

15 1 Back seat w/rest: Back seat w/rest 9 (Long) 
→Does it mean “9 people can sit on the seat”? 

- Length of the bench. It's 9 feet long 

16 1 Back seat w/rest: Back seat w/rest 9 (Long) 
→Does it mean “9 people can sit on the seat”? 

- Length of the bench. It's 9 feet long 

17 1 Captain seat: 2 Captain seat 2 (with back seat 
aluminum Wind shield) 
→ 2 captain seats are required, is it correct? 

- No, only one. The number 2 is an indication 
of the type of seat. So Captain seat 1 is 
without Back Rest, aluminium and Captain 
seat 2 is with Back Rest, aluminium. Wind 
Shield is a different item. 

18 6 Fender bull GRD 3.5X27WH 
→What is the Fender bull GRD? 

- Also misspelled. It should be Fender-Hull 
GRD  8.5 x 27WH  
 GRD is a brand name so it can be omitted. 

19 8 WMROP DOC Line Bad BK 3/8 X 
→What is the WMROP DOC Line?” 

- Also misspelled. It should be WMROP Dock 
Line BRD BK 5/8 inch x 15 feet 
WMROP is brand/parts name so can be 
omitted.  So Dock line, BRD-Braided, BK-
Black, Size-5/8" x 15' 

20 Please confirm the preferred material. Is it 
aluminum or fiberglass? 

- The preferred boat material is fiberglass 

  


